Professional
Liability Insurance
Specialist Law Firms

Beazley specialist professional liability
insures law firms with areas of practice
that traditionally have faced challenges
obtaining quality long term coverage
from US domestic markets.
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Many insurers come and go in the market for lawyers’
professional liability. If you glance at your own insurance
history you may even find some of the 20 or more
carriers that have left the market in the last 15 years.
Beazley has underwritten lawyers’ professional liability
insurance for 25 years. Our clients include firms
specializing in plaintiff class action, intellectual
property, entertainment, family law and collections
work. These firms run from small local law firms to
nationally known practices, that are amongst the most
successful law firms in the US. Our capacity on 100%
limits is from US $500,000 to US $5 million and up
to US $15 million on a subscription basis.
Why Beazley?
Beazley offers some distinct benefits:
• Broad policy language
• Continuity cover for renewing clients
• Cover for predecessor firms
• Cover for ex-lawyers and partners for the work
on behalf of the firm
• Cover for contract lawyers
We also offer a range of options for clients who want
extra peace of mind, for example your policy can be
enhanced to provide you with a defense against any
claim arising from your legal work, regardless of
exclusions that would otherwise apply.

Long-term partner. For some insurers making promises
of more coverage or lower prices without underwriting
discipline is easy. Still being there to keep your promises
two, ten or more years later is much harder. At Beazley
we’re committed to being there for our clients through
rain or shine, as our clients who’ve been with us over
many market cycles will attest.
Tailored risk management. While we are there for our
clients if a problem arises, prevention is always better
than cure. We have worked with clients to reduce the
likelihood of a claim, thereby reducing reputational
risk and saving long-term on premium spend. We have
worked with many of the top sources of independent
risk management expertise, including Berman and
Associates who have performed risk management
reviews for nearly 1500 law firms across the US.
Our resources include a risk management hotline,
the Beazley Brief newsletter, claims trends data, and
access to a range of high caliber risk management
and loss prevention experts.
Focus on claims service. Expectations are naturally
high because our law firm clients understand liability
issues. We have the claims expertise to be highly
responsive and satisfy our clients’ expectations.
Contact
David Nicholson in London
T +44 (0)20 7667 0623
david.nicholson@beazley.com

The descriptions contained in this broker communication are for preliminary informational purposes only and coverages are available in the US only on a
surplus lines basis through licensed surplus lines brokers doing business with Beazley’s Lloyd’s of London syndicates. The exact coverage afforded by the
product described herein is subject to and governed by the terms and conditions of each policy issued. The publication and delivery of the information
contained herein is not intended as a solicitation for the purchase of insurance on any US risk.
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